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Logically, though not historically, projective techniques must be regar- 
ded as a part of the general field of psychological measurement. Projective 
testing and research may therefore legitimately be studied within the 
theoretical and methodologicall framework of psychological measurement, 
always keeping in mind, of course, the problems that are peculiar to 
projective techniques. 

Largely as a.. result of the historically separate development of projec- 
tive techn~que!~ outside the traditions of psy&ological measurement, this 
prominent type of psychological testing 3as practically ignored a central 
concept cd psychological test thearsy, namely, r~etiubiti~~. 

Reliability is seldom mentioned in the projective literature. Occasionally 
one finds estimates of the reliability of a particular tecb.nique ; but more 
often, where reliability is menticjned at all, it is merely to acknowledge 
the exWnc.e of the problem. The prob!cm itself is seldom taken seriously. 
The general attitude is wftll express& in Symonds’ statement that “ . . . the 
concept of reliability loses its importance with a projective technique 
whose purpose is not so much to measure as to describe . . . The accuracy 
and the consistr:,~cy which are expected from tests are arot looked for in 
projective techniques” (47, p. 44). Frank, in his well-known monograph 
Projective Methods (22, Ch. V) builds up an elaborate, though fallacious, 
argument that the psychometric concepts of reliability and validity do 
not apply to projective tests. In her overview of thirty years of Rorschach 
research, Hertz (27) does not mention reliability. Cronbach (12), in his 
review of statistical methods in Rorschach research, reports fallacious 
methods of estimating reliability among some of the few studies aimed 
at this problem. Cronbach was led to conclude: “No entirely suitable 
method for estimating Rorschach reliability now exists. Studies in this 
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area IUZ much needed” (12, p. 426). Perhaps the futiese treatment of tilti 
reliability problems of the orschach, 
in general, is to be #ound 

as well as of ,pr@&ve techniques 
in the review by A&worth (2). 

hardly more than suggests some of the difiiculties an:? shortcomings in 

*&is special area, and offers littIe that can help to tipr~e the situatiocn. 
The purpose of the present article is to fill soma of these gaps in 

prc]lljeCtiVe methodohgy by elucidating the meaning and necessity of reha- 
bility estimates in ,projective research and reviewing the past contributiors 
on reliability. In another paper (29) methods are presented for estimating 
reliability in the face of the difiiculties imposed by conditions more or 
less peculiar to projective tests. 

MEANING OF RELIABILITY 

Reliability is the degree -f accuracy of a test in measuring whatever 
it measures. Statistically defined, reliability is the proportion of non-error 
variance in test scores. It is important to realize that a te:st always ha;s 
some degree of reliability, varying anywhere from 0 to 1.001 as estimated 
by the reliability coefficient, whether it is formally estimated or noi. 
Some amount of error variance exists in all test scores, and this error:, 
even if it were impossible to estimate it statistically, would enter into a:ny 
use made of’ the test. In short, a test’s reliability logically has nothing 
to do with the degree of diticulty of estimating the reliability; the effective 
reliability of a test wouio *ot be at all rtiected even if a quantitative 
estimate were totally impossmle. Fortunately, it is nearly always pocrible 
to make a “best estimate” of a teel’s reliability, and this is tn’e also of 
projective techniques. 

The concept of reliability and the methods of estimating it have always 
occupiet’ a grominent place in psychometric theory. Few would argue 
with Gu’lford’s statement that “Reliability i:s th;: minimum information 
one should have concerning a test” (24, p. 388). There are numerou:; 
reasons why it is useful to have an estimate of a test’s reliability, but 
all of them stem from the primary goal in psychological testing. which. 
is to, maximize discriminations, Reliability is a necessary, though not 
sufficient, condition for effective discriminati.oa. An estimate of reliability 
is one index of the degree to which the test can discriminate, and is 
thereby also a measure of the test’s poterttiut effectiveness. The test’s 
uctulirl effectiveness depends, of course, upon its validity, that is, the 
degree to which it measures what it purports to measure. 

One of the characteristics of scientific investigation is reproducibility. 
The reproducibility of a psychological study is a function of the reliability 
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of the ta;biques employed. Without a substantial degree of reliability 
moss vai[dation is not worth while; and where cross validation is not 
worth w]de, the original study itself represents only wasted e&+rt. If 
adequate reliability estimates had been taken into account in the early 
s-ta;ges of many a research with projective techniques, the investigators 
could have been saved their misspent efforts. Low reliability may be 
I%rgely responsible for the fact pointed out by Cronbach that “In mest 
studies, correlations nearly vanish when a Rorschach prediction formula 
id tried on a new sample” (12, p. 402). In the research use of any tech- 

e one must ask what are the chances that another investigator using 
e same technique at another time or place will achieve comparable 

results. This implies an estimate of reliability. Furthermore, if research 
dmgs are to be applied in practical situations, reliability becomes even 

It next becomes necessary to discuss the degree of reliability required 
for a given purpose. In research aimed at testing the null hypothesis 
high r~eliability, while desirable, is not always essential, and tests with 
very low reliability coefficients (I.30 - SO) may still be of value. As 
long as the errors of measurement are random and there remains a 

on of true score variance, 8. test is capable of serving a purpose in 
research. But the lower the tes:‘s reliability, the larger in the number 
of cases needed to make true d&riminations; and the test of ?ow relia- 
bility, while having perhaps prc ved a theoretical point by making use 
of large samples, cannot be said ‘0 b,e of any value in making discrimina- 
tive statements about individua! cases. Thus the individual or clinical 
use of a test, as it is called, is generally said to require a very substantial 

gree of reliability, that is, a reliability coefficient of .90 or better. 
eliabilities m this range are the rule for cognitive tests, but few if any 

prsorialky tests achieve so high a reliabihty, most of them falling in the 
range of .70 to .90. 

Even for certain theoretical pc rposes it is doubtful if reliabilities much 
below this range can be useful. %‘or example, since the highest possible 
correjation between any ‘:wo tes% is the square root of the product of 
their refi&iI.ities, IOW reliability is anathema to factor analysis. Guilford 

as mentioned .60 as the lowest test reliability to be tolerated in a factor 
analysis (24, pa 532). It should also be pointed out that the most frequent 
IE of projective techxx@es in research is not in testing hypotheses of 
tkmeti=l interest only, but in demonstrating various clinical uses of a 

uh~ technique. ‘I’kms a high degree of reliability remains important. 
e chid ~p#icabiliky OP research findings with projective techniques 
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c e ju artly by the Stan ard error of measurement (S 
which is a hm%ion e scmes, diagnostic &ns, of 

whatever the case may be. rposes the best clue to the 
adequacy of a test’s relis %y is the relationship of the standard errol: 

of .measurement to the tegories in the sample in 

which the test is bein and the standard error 
(SE,, fi), one can get 

bes of discriminations that can be made among the 
scores in one’s sample. he degree of reliability ‘below which a test should 

is a matter of practical economy amd B;annot be decided in 
general terms. e important thing is to have some nowledge of the 
probable degree of accuracy involved in using a articular test. 

t%JECTXONS TO STIMATES ON OJECTIVE ?hSTS 

So many different objections have been made to attempts to estimate 
thz reliability of projective techniques that one is almost left with the 
impression that reliability criteria are entirely out of the question in this 
realm of psychological testing. One objection concerns the way in which 
projective scores, for example , K, IT!, etc., or con.tent, e.g. 

Human,, Animal, Anatomy, e qualitative aspects of verbal 
style, are used by the clinician in interpreting a projectibre protocol. It is 
claimed that these separate elements are important on!iy as they are 
viewed all together as a gestalt or total ax&p: ut this fnct in no 
way lessens the need for reliability; a configua actually a set of 
-----.--_ 

3 The standard error of estimate may be preferable to the standard error of 
measurement and should be used when retest reliability is known and one wishes ‘to 
estimate the probable limits; within with an individu;il’s score will fall on a retest. 
Since repeatability is an important factor in a scientiific study, the standard error 
of estimiate would seem be a more satisfactory cstimrate of the test’s potential dis- 
criminatory power. The standard error of measurement is used in determining the 
significance of an individual’s score on one occasion or in determining the sig- 
nificance of the differences between the scores of two or more indil iduals on thr: 
same test. The standard error of measurement tells us the probable limits within 
which the “true” score lies. The standard error of estimate tells us the probable 
limits within with the score on retest lies. 

WhfXO 

SEestimak, = 81 m 
s .= standard dsviation of test scores 

I,2 = test administered on sccassions 1 and 2 
rtc = Rplit-half or retest reliability. 
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diflEerenc2s be&eeE various quantities or classifiable quasties. ‘Illhe reha- 
bxlty oi thme quantities or classifkations, therefore, obviously affects the 
reE&ai.cy & the whole conEguration of which they are a part. 

Alorg these same lines is th2 argument that a projective technique is 
not ldy a test or measuring instrument at all, but is more like an X-ray 
plate, m that it gives one a picture rather than a measurement. But 
x-.nLys, tm, are used for making discriminations and ,the discriminations 
must have reliability. The reliability of the discriminations in the case of 
an X-ray would be a function of the degree of ckit,y and the amount 
of artifact in the X-ray picture, and would ‘be determined by the con- 
sistency with which different judges could classify this X-ray according 
to th,: praence or absence of certain signs. Projective protocols are often 
quite similaf to X-ray plates in this respect. 

The split-half method of estimating reliability has also been strongly 
criticized (2, 40),. With respect to the Rorschach, for example, Ainsworth 
has stated that “Becau;e of the small number of ‘items’ represented by 
the ten blots and because of the fact that the standard series of blots 
was originahy selected because the blots differed markedly in ‘stimulus 
qualzty’, it would seem reasonable to reject the split-halt method as 
unreasons&le’P (2, p. 442). She concludes that “The trend of opinion is 
currently away from the split-half method” (2, p. 443), Actually it is not 
at all unreasonable to apply the split-half method to ihe Rorschach, the 
T_4T, or most other projective techniques. Provided a proper method of 
analysis is used, the split-half reliability of 9projective test “scores“ can 
provide valuable information. It is, of course, a statistically different type 
“(ir’ information than is provided by test-retest reliability. The split-half 
&mate tells us something of the internal consistenoy of the test with 
respect to the “scores” derived from it. If, for example, it is claimed 

e Rorschach F+ response has generally the same psychological 
meaning irrespective of the particular blot which elicits it, then a split-half 
estimate of the reliability (internal consistency) of F+, provided a suitabk 
statktica~ method is employed, is no less justifiable than determining the 
spGlt-haK refiabi.hty of an MMPI scale or a slabtest of the Wech:sler- 
Mkvue. 

P’iotrowski, while objectiig to split-half estimates of reliability, has 
recommended retest estimates (40). The two types of reliability, as has 
already been pomteQ out, are actually measures of two different properties 
of the test - internal consistency and stability in time, Retest reliability 
is nnportant if it is claimed that the test reflects relatively stable, enduring 
pn;onatijt)r characteristics. In both theory ;mnd practice this is ceeainly 
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claimed for projective techniques. Therefore /I;stimates of retest reliability 
are of great importance. Yet there have been objections also to retest 
estimates of reliability, most of which can be summarized as follaNws: 

1. A. retest is psychologically not the same experience as the initial 
test. 

2. Tlhe subject may remember his initial responses and th.erefore 
retesting is only a measure of recall and not of reliability. 

3. Projective techniques are so sensitive to the slightest changes in 
the subjlect, reflecting transient moods, etc., that. a lack of correspondence 
between test and n:test is said to be due to genuine changes in the subject. 

Those who discount low reliabilities for this reason also claim, however, 
that the ,particular technique can be given repeat,edly to the same subject 
and still be valid. .If retest reliability is meaningless, then it can be argued 
that the garticular day or hour on which a subject is tested becomes 
all-important; and the test results wouid have iittle generality beyond 
this brief time span. The generality of a research study would, therefbre, 
also be seriously ir! question. Furthermore, the practice o!’ using proje!:tive 
techniques for the measurement of personality change, such as in. evalu- 
ating the: effects of *psychotherapy or of drugs, must rest on the assu.mption 
of subst,sntial retest reliability. If a test has nelgligible retest reliability, 
then it is hard to see how it can be used legitimately to measure specially 
induced changes in personality. The first two objections listed above can 
be answzred only on the be.sis of empirical evidience. Methods of esti- 
mating retest reliability that tend to min.imize t e drawbacks suggested 
above are offered in another paper (29). 

It may be argued that reliability is an unimportant concern if the test 
in question has demonstrable validity, since a valid test must also be 
reliable. This is of course true. It is possible tat make certain inferences 
about the reliability of a test on the basis of its validi.ty; but it is also 
possible to do the reverse. If a test c:an be shown to have negligible 
reliability, then it also has negligible validity, the highest possible validity 
coefficient being the square root of the reliabiiiity co&Cent, a validity 
which would obtain only under exceptional coaditions. In many cases, 
because of sampling and criterion proble:ms, it is much more diEcult to 
establish validity than reliability. The invrstigator can sometimes be saved 
the trouble of a di&zult validity studJ2 ~,mply by making ;a careful %lmate 
of the test’s reliability. Knowing this, along with some idea of the reliability 
of the criterion to be used in his validity study, he can estimate the probable 
outcome of the validity study. It could be shown at the outset that the test is 
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too unrGable to be valid. This procedure can of course be only of negative 
>tiralue zu tegads the test’s validity. If the highest validity coefhcient that 
could be expected under these conditions proves to be too low for 
whatever use is ,proposed for the test, then the validity study would not 
have to be undertaken. 

Another point that is sometimes made concerns the distinction between 
the hypothesis-generating and hypothesis-testing functions of a clinical 
instrument. It is assumed that a hi&h degree of reliability and other such 
paraphernalia of statistical rigor ; L, *--p demanded of hypothesis-testing tech- 
niques but are unimportant when a technique is used. only as a means of 
suggesting clinically relevant psychological hypotheses about a patient. 
l?rojective tests are usually regarded as being of the hypothesis-generating 
variety. That is, they do not attempt to *prove a point but only to turn up 
likely clues (hypotheses) as to what the point might be. Even though this 
may be the case - and in pr’actice it nearly always is - it still does 
not excuse the projective test Corn the requirement of reliabtity. A test 
that generates just any hypothesis is worthless. The generating of hypothe- 
ses is again essentially a discriminatory process; hence the importance of 
reliability. If a test is to be of value in generating hypotheses, it must 
generate reliably. 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS BF PROJECTIVE ‘TECHNIQUES 

There are certain reliabili& probl,ems which are more or less peculiar 
to projective techniques. One of th’ese is the fact that, in general, pro- 
jective techniques de not have a standardized method of administration, 
scoringj or interpretation. In both research and clinical practice there is 
far less variation in the administration, scoring, and interpretation of, 
say, the Wech~ler-Bellevue or the MMPI than of any ,projective technique. 
An objective standardized test is used with so little variation that a new 
reliability estimate is not called for every time it is used in a research 
study. We usually know its approximate reliability from past studies and 
can assume that it will be affected more by differences in the populations 
being tested than by differences among the investigators using the test, 
Jn surveying the research literature on projective techniques, on the other 
band, one finds an enormous variation in the ways particular techniques 
are us& Because there is no standard procedure in project.ive testing. 
reliability estimates are especially important. This applies to both repeat 
reliability and scoring reliability. It is possible to score something reliably 
which is SO ephemeral as to have no repeat reliabiliw. Ideally such relia- 



bilit!y L%t;imates should be reported in every research study ushag a 

pj&Aive technique. 
ojective techniques are as yet unvalidalLed for many of the purposes 

m which they lay claim. The use of a projective technique as a criterion 
instrumerat for testing hypotheses about personality often seems highly 
questionable. At the outset all we can be sure that the device is measuring 

a.t is explicitly built into the scoring system, such as K, lVf, :FC or 
3*ession, n AfNiation, n Nurturance, etc. The reliability of the scores 

is not to be taken for granted, but must be explicitly estimateid and 
reported along with whatever research tidings are based on them. 

In projective testing there is also a longer and far less explicit chain of 
operations between the basic datum of the test protocol and the clinician’s 
interpretation than is the case with so-called objective tests. Often qualita- 
tive, stylistic factors in e protocol, not accounted for in the formal 
scoring system, enter into the interpretive end-result. As *projective tech- 
n.iques become more highly developed along scienti_Cc lines these im- 
portant though seemingly more elusive factors will be subjected to more 
objective evaluation or scoring. Atiemps in this direction have Already 
bleen t,lade (41, 42, 52). Thus more and more of the projective material 
will le:rd itself to adequate reliability estimates. In this realm the problem 
of sscoring reliability takes on added importance because of the highly 
subjective nature of the more subtle Ljualities of projective productions. 

Projective material is similar to the essay-typl- examination in that the 
scoring is not completely objective, as it is in a scale like the MMl?I. In 
objective tests scoring reliability is no problem; perfect reliability can be 
achieved by any clerk whose scoring is free from careless errors. The 
objective test thus has only one source of error variance, which is 
estimated by the tests correlation w&h itself, either in terms of internal 
con&ency or of repeat stability. Projective tests, on the other hand, have 
an addnional source of error. It is estimated by some measure of the 
degree of agreement between two or more judges in scoring or interpreting 
the same: test protocol. These two sources elf error (i.e. test error and 
scoring error) are logically independent of each other and may therefore 
be estimated separately. These problems are treated in the paper on 
Methodology (29). 

THE RELIABILITY OF VARIOUS PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUES 

Sinctt the aims of this and a following paper (29) are mainly theoretic22 
and methodological, an exhaustive review of the evidence on the reliability 
of projective techniques is not a.ttempted. Howevc=r, a number of the most 
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or:prew&+kive studies of the reliabiiitJ,r of spifk es are 
i;r or&r to provide some idea a# the reliabiiQ me can 
varhs t,e&niques. The estimles of 
can be ,useful to anyofte pb.rdq a with projective t-es. 

Because of the great lack of methods, reliabiity 
for single test bctc1r% F+, c, M, *., cannot be 

regankd from one study to ain4 simply difbent retibiity 
estimates of the same factor. I?w= the z&abilities are 
here in ody the most 
studies for more 



as a function of the method of scoring, of *the training of 
of ‘the particular sample of Ss used. 

sZnr :rs, and 

The split-half reliability, not of formal Rorschach seotes, but of 31: 
“‘Index of Pathological Thinking” (see 42, 52), based on the rdonteut and 
stylistic: aspxts of the Rorschach response, was determined by Pope and 
Jensen (41) by splitting the test by taking k sdd wsus coven rcspo~~sa 

rather than cards. The correicted split-half reliability r~sfficient was 52. 
The Ss were 41 schizophrenic patients. 

The Harrower-Erikson Multiple Choice Rorschach is an objective test 
and hence there is no scoring error. Eysenck (Id) found the split-half 
reliability of the MCIR to be .64. In order to improve the reliability he 
adopted a different method of administering the test. :instead of having 11 
rmultiple-choice the Ss were required to rank 9 alternatives - four typical 
normal and five typical neurotic responses offered for each blot. The test 
was given under these conditions to 300 neurotics and the split-half 
aeliabihty was raised to .84. Since scoring error does not enter the picture, 
this is probably one of the highest split-half reliabilities ever obtained 
with any projective test. Thus the objectification of administratioa and 

scoring, of projective tests wouid seem to be promising,; at least as regards 
reliability. 

Test-retest reliability 

Mos,t of the estimates of retest reliability are hardly comparable for 
the same reasons mentioned in connection with s lit-half reliability, in 
addition to the important fact that the time interval between test and 
retest varies markedly from on : study to another. 

Hertz (26) mea.sured retest *eliability by a method which conFounds 
retest with split-half, which art two different p.roperties of a test and are 
therefore quite me:aningiess 1 {hen so combined. Hertz split the cards odd 
verse even and tested 14.5 Ss on the odd and even cards in two sessions 
sesdaan,ed by a two we:cBcs interval. The “reliabihties” of only six SCQCCS 
l’;ere reported for three groups. The average corrected coefEcicrus are 
W% .83, D% .8O, DS’G .76, M% .61, C% .‘74, F% .77. These figures 
represe:n t neither a split-half nor a retest estimate of reliability hut an 
amalgam of the t’wo The figures would be more instructive if we also 
had sp:lit-half estimates based on the whole test taken in one sitting by a 
eomparabie group of Ss. rhen by means of an ana13&s of variance we 
Could assess the e&ct of the two weeks intervai between test and retest. 

The time intervad between test and retest apparently affects the reliability 
of some scores more than others. Swift (46), using preschool children 
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repor?; retest reliabilities of the formal Rorschaeh scores ranging from 
.59 t13 .83 with a two weeks interval between test and retest. with a ten 
months mterval the reliabilities ranged from .I8 to S3. Altus and Thomp- 
son (1) determined the retest reliability (six weeks interval) in 100 college 
students on 14 different Rorschach indices of intelligence based on formal 
scores. The mean reliabiiity was 63, with a range of .I 3 to .93. A study 
by Blamon ard Lrandsnnan (7) specifically addressed to the matter of 
re.test reliability of the Group Rorschach does not report any reliability 
coe&ients at ah, but concludes that low reliabii5es were to be expected 
in a college population anyway. Actually the contrary has been found 
to be true for most tests and questionnaires. 

A study by Baker and Creager (4) similar to that of Rysenck (16) 
referred to previously, again suggests that an objectively storable 
Rorschach is more likely tlo have adequate reliability. Thirty-two college 
students were required tC$ rate sample Rorschach responses on a five- 
point scale for “goodness? Split-half seliabiities for the determinant 
categories ranged from -74 to .97, with 8 median of .86. The retest 
z&abilities (two weeks interval) ranged from Sl to .90, with a me&an 
0%: .78. It is interesting to note that when the usual scorer error is 
ehminated reliabilities compare favorably with those of other objective 
tests of personality. 

An attempt to overcome the objection that retest reliabilities are 
inflated by the Ss memory of his first performance was made by Kelly 
ec GL (30) by administering the Rorschach before and after a single 
ekxtro-shock reportedly sufficient to wipe out any memory of the initial 
performance. The results obtaiued from 12 patients show that R (number 
of responses) shifted as much as 50 gercent be:ween tes: and retest and 
that the absolttte values of other scores shifted also. It was presumed that 
the electro-shock has no efFect on test performance. These results can 
hardy be interpreted. The authors made no attempt at statistical treatment 
of the data, probably because of the small number of ,cases.. 

Fosberg (21) attempted to determine the retest reliability from 26 
Cases in the literature where two or more Rorschachs were given the 
same persons. The reliabilities he obtained are spurioxtisly high because 
of the fact that his method of determining reliability is ,fallacious. He 
Correlated ~WQ sets of scores for each person; that is, pairs of values such 
as w, - Wz. Dt - J&, etc. were entered into the correlation chart. Since 
abe various scores dither in magnitude for all Ss in general (e.g. D is 
genera% greater than W :M greateer than m, F greater than G, etc.) one 
wor&i cefiatiy expect to find with Fosberg’s method that fairly high 
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correlations obtain even between protocols paired at random. The .con- 
clusioas of another study by Fosberg (20) are based on a similar fallalcious 
method of analysis. 

Test-retest reliability can also be estimated by the correlation between 
parallel forms of a test given to the same Ss at di.Eerent times. This 

method gets around the objection that retest reliabilities wieh the same 
test may be inflated because of memory. The three essential criteria for a 
parallel form are: that it have the same mean and standard deviation as 
the original test and that it correlate as highly with the original test as 
the originirl test correlates with itself. If these conditions are satisfied, 
the forms are considered parallel and may be used for estimating retest 
reliability. 

There is a parallel form of the Rorschach which appears to meet these 
criteria - the so-called Behn+Rorschach. A study by Meadows (see 18, 
pp. 164-165) shows that for 35 scoring categories the means and standard 
deviations do not dif’rer significantly in normal and abnormal groups of 
Ss. The correkrtions between the Rorschach and the Behn on 35 different 
scores are presented by Eysenck (18, p. 166). For the normal group 
(PI = 100) the correlations average .41, with a range; fr.Jm -.05 to .83. 
For the abnormal group (N = 96) they average 52, with a range from 
--.lO to .86. 

From these results one might be tempted to rgue that the Behn dales 
not satisfy the third criterion for a parallel test, that of correlating as 
highly with the original test as the latter correlates with itself. ‘This would 
be a valid argument except for the fact that the: evidence is to the contrary. 
AL study by Eichler (15) shows that the correlation between Behn and 
Rorschach is not signil%antly different Ifrom the correlation of the 
Rorscihach with itself. Thirty-five Ss divided into three groups were 
treate(d as follows: 
Group I. Behn followed by Rorschach after 20 days. 
Grout, II. Rorsr:hs,zh followed by Behn after 21 days. 
Group III. Rorschach followed by Rorschach after 21 days. 

The protocols were scored on 12 major categories. The mean cor:‘e- 
lations were: I. Behn US. Rorschach .65; II. Rorschach vs. Behn 56; 
111. Rorschach V.F. Rorschach .68. None of the correlations is significantly 
different from the others. Thus it appears that the Behn may legitimately 

be used as a parallel form of the Rorschach, at least as far as the formal 
scores are concelmed. 
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Rerliaidity of Scoring und Interpretation 

Even though inter-scorer reliability is the most easily estimated type of 

reliability and also the easiest to control, it is rarely reported in the 
projective test literature. The apparent lack of concern about scoring 
reliability is seen also in the fact that reports of retest reliability seldom, 
if ever, spec!@ whether tie test and retest protocols were iadministered 
or scored by the same examiner or by different examiners. Thus the 
proportion of error Chat the scoring itself contributes to the estimate of 
retest rehabiity usually remains undetermined. In spite of its neglect, 
scoring reliability remains important and it should be required as the 
minimum evidence in any projective research that the stu@ is replicable 
and therefore possibly of scienttic value. Its importance for the clinical 
amplieation of a technique is obvious. 

Scoring reliabilities spurn a wide range. For formal scores reliability 
b generally good, provided the scorers use the same methods and have 
;~acticzd together. Scoring reliability is greatly affected not only by the 
similarity in experience of the scorers but also by the population in 
whch the protocols are obtained. For example, on a Rorschach “Index 
of Pathological Thinking” Watkins and Stauffacher (52) obtained scoring 
reliabilities of .04, .47, and .s/lI for normal, neurotic, and psychotic groups 
respectively. The scoring reliability of a similar Index was found by Pope 
and Jensen (41) to be 35 for the protocols of schizophrenics. 

Klopfer (32, p. 20) has st.ated that ‘“Important though reliability may 
be, it is secondary to interpretation.” One might incorrectly conclude 
t?+at reliability applies only to the scores and not to the interpretation 
based on them. If the scores are merely secondary to interpretation, 
then the reliabiliiy of the interpretation becomes more important than 
that of the scores. It may be staied as a general rule that the most crucia: 
reliability is that of the end product of the test. This may be a single‘ 
=ore, a prome of scores, or a verbal description based on a global 
evaluation of the protocol. 

The writer has found no study reported in the literature in which 
reiiahtiq of interpretation was higher than that of the basic scoring of 
tfae protods. In fact, it is in the reliability of interpretation that the 
Ror=hach, as well as other projective techniques, @alh down most 
drastically. A general example of this is found in the Kelly and Fiske 
smdy (31, p. 63) in which each of four raters rated each of four projective 
~otoeols (Rorschach, Bender-Gestalt, TAT, and Sentence Completion) 
on six perrmality variables for 20 Ss. The median inter-rater correlations 
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for each of the techniques was: Rorschach .44, ender-Gestalt .35, TAT 
.28, Sentence Clompletion .27. 

Korner and Westwood (33) had three clinical psychologists qualified 
Rorschadh sort the protocols of 96 Freshmen college students into 

categories for level personality adjustment. The avera.ge corre- 
lation between the three j s was .31. The, same procedure was applied 
to drawings of t.he human figure, yielding an average correlation between 
the judges of .6.5. The higher reliability of the Figure Drawing indicates 
that it is easier for a ntumber of judges to make the same global judgment 
on the basis of a. single drawing than on the basis of an entire Rorschach 
protocol. Probably the more material that must be integrated in making 
a subjective global judgment, the lower will be the reliability of the 
judgjment. 

Probably because of differences in the population sampled, Grant et al. 
(23) obtained higher inter-rater agreement than did Korner and Westwood 
on adjustment ratings based on the Rorschaoh. Grant et al. had three 
expert Rorschachers rate the Brotocols of 146 boys and girls on a four- 
point scale for general psychological adjustment. The average inter- 
correlation between the three Rorschachers was .67. Two other raters 
who were comparJive;y unknowledgeable about the Rorschach (a social 
worker who had only been tested with jhe Rorschach and a psycholo,ay 
student who had taken a semester’s course in schach) achieved about 
as hi,gh a degree of agreement with the “ex ” as the Iatter agreed 
among themselves. The authors concluded: “Apparently several months 
of training and years of experience in the application of a complicated 
scoring system Ihave contributed little to the agreement among the 
“experts” when the discriminations called for are no finer than a four- 
point scale” (23, p. 7). 

Date1 and Gengerelli (14) found that when 27 Rorschachers were 
required to match personality interpretations written by each other on 
the b#asis of the protocols of six Ss cpresented for matching in sets of six) 
there were more mismatchings than correct matchings. Of the total of 
324 discrete matchings, 148 were correct and 176 incorrect. The 18 Ss 
from whom the protocols were obtained were selected so as to differ 
greatly from one another. 

A study by Lisansky (35) also makes possible a comparison of the 
reliabilities of scoring and interpretation. She asked six highly qualified 
Rorschachers to rate 40 ,Ss on 10 personality items which they agreed 
could be cotidcrrtly assessed from the Rorschach protocol. To make the 
experiment similar to clinical conditions the Rorschachers w’~‘re provided 
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aIs0 *tiith an abstract of each patient’s history. The degree of agreement 
between the Rorschachcrs was measured by the phi coefficient. me 
average ,phi was .33 3. For reliability of scurhtg the protocols, the average 
phi was .64. Six other clinical psychologists who answered the 10 person- 
ality questions on the balsis of the patient’s case history alone showed an 
average phi of .31, that is, a reliability not signi%antly different lfrc9m the 

Rorschzchers who used the case history in addition to the Rorschach. 
The tell personality items were specially selected as being the kinds of 
questions which the Rorschach, and not particularly the case history 
abstract, is supposed to be able to answer. 

THEMATIC A~PER~EPTION TEST 

Symonds’ observation in 1949 :hz t “Many of those who have writte:n 
abtsut the TAT are quite w&g to forego i~il attempt to determine its 
reliabiity.” (47, p. 44) still holds true. While there are now over 700 
publications on the TAT, only a few provide us with any evidenccz con- 
cerning its reliability. 

Split-half Reliability 

There is a widespread misconception in the TAT literature that split- 
half or internal consistency reliability is either impossible, incorrect, or 
meaningless in the case Df the TAT. Actually intemlal consistency relia- 
bility, when properly detemined, is as justsable with the TAT as with 
any other test in which varioils elements are additive. The conditions 
necessary for this kind of reliability to be meaningful seem to be 
consistent with TAT theory an0 practice. Only if it is maintained that 
each single picture in the TAT must be regarded as a unique “test” cim 
we disregard intcmal consistency reliability. A story involving murder 
elicited by card 13 MF is said to represent “aggression” and a story 
involving murder elicited by card 18 BM is also said to represent 
“aggression”. And so with all the &emu,s evoked by the TAT. 

It should be emphasized that any determination of internal consistency 
reliability which is based on only one division into halves of the TAT 
cards is methodologically unsound. The variorrs cards differ m:Jkedly in 
their “pulling-power” for different themas. For tl& reason rc:liabilities 
based on all possible split-halves will span a much wider range th(ag 

3 The phi coefficient is not directly comparable to Pearson’s t. A rlhi of +.33 
is significant between the -01 and .025 level, with would correspond IO an r be- 
tween ‘35 and -39 when N = 40. 
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would be the case with most tests. What is needed is a reliability coef.- 

ficient representing, in effect, the average of the reliabilities based on all 

possible divisions into halves. 
The formula for determining such a reliability coefficient is given $y 

Gulliien (25, Formula 11 4, p. 224), and has been used for the TAT by 

Child et al. (10). Ten of the major Murray TAT variables (e.g., .Acllielre- 

ment, Aggression, Autonomy, etc.) were scored f’or their presence or 
absence, along with the presence or absence of anxiety concernixag the 
particular theme, in the TAT stories of 183 college students. The Achieve- 
ment theme was scored quantitatively according to the method used by 
MC Clelland in his study c+f the achievement motive (36). The internal 
consistency reliabiliries of the various themes ranged from --.07 to 
+.34 with a mean of .13; reliabilities of the “anxiety about the theme” 
ranged from -.2 1 to +.44, with a mean of .02. The reliability of the 
quantitative rating of II Achievement ranged from .32 to .43 depending 
upon various metho.is of estimation. The low internal consistency relia- 
bility cannot be attributed to low scoring reliability, for the latter was 
quite high. The same judge restored 25 of the protocols after a six months 
interval and obtained a correlation of .89 between the two sets of scores. 
It seems clear from these findings that the TAT themes elicited by 
different TAT pictures cannot be regarded in an additive way. Apparently 
there are as many different kinds of “Aggression,” “Autonomy,” etc. as 
there are TAT cards. A S’s re:ponse: to one card is no basis for prediction 
of response on other cards. %e authors co elude that “The internal 
consistency of GUT group TAT 1’or many of our variables is so low as to 
suggest that the scores for indivi,Iuals can represent nothing but random 

4 This is the Kuder-Pichav ason “Formula 20”. The validity of this formula for 
the p\Jrpose discussed here may be questioned because .)f the one assumption made 
in its derivation, viz., that all “items” in the test have approximately the same degee 
of difficulty, which in the case of the TAT would mean that all cards have the same 
de@rec af ‘“pulling power” for the various scored themas, an assumption that is 
oMously untrue. Therefore we must ask what are the effects of a.pplying the 
Kucder-Richardson Formula 20 when the assumption of “equal item difficulty” does 
not holcl. Brogden (8) investigated this question timpirically and found that even 
extreme differences in “item difficulty” had very little influence on the reliability 
coefficient as determined by the K--R formula. The greatest deviations from the 
ideal conditions never caused a reductio:n in the reliability coefficient as large as its 
standard error, so the ;eductions may be regarded as insignificant. Sin.ce the ideal 
conditions are never met in the case of the TAT (or hardly any other test for that 
matter), it is probably most scrupulous to regard the reliability as determined by the 
K-R formula as a lowerbound estimate, Still it is probably the best estimate possible 
of the internal consistency reliability of the TAT. 
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VafiatioQ, mdl of course to suggest that the same may in some imtances 
be trbe of previous research where similar measures have beer1 used 
withol;g m,y attempt to measure imc:rr;al consistency” (10, p* 104). The 
a&ors also constructed a 200 item personality questionnaire cc)veriQ 
the same Murray variables (10 items for each of 10 variables and 10 
items for atiety in relation to each of the variabI.es). The split-half 
reliabilities of these scales, in contrast to the TAT scores, were quite 
hi&, rang@ from .39 to .91, with a mean of .73. While the TAT scores 
showed ~0 o:Jrselation with certain validity criteria, the questionnaire: 
scales did show sign&ant positive correlations. 

By usir,g specially selected picturi;:s it may be possible to achieve 
higher internal consistency for a particular variable. McClelland (36) 
used a special set of pictures to elicit achievement related themes. IHe 
reports that the split-half reliability for this set of pictures was “over .70”. 

Auld e,f al. (3) obtained an internal consistency reliability coeRicien1: 
(as estimated by the Kudcr-Richardson Formula 14) ti a special Sex 
Rale on the TAT of .43 (N = 100). 

Another appropriate means of determiuing split-half reliability that is 
not subjcc; to the usual obj’zctions is to divide the set of TAT cards into 
halves and rank-order the Ss’ scores on each variable wirhin each half of 
the test. A rank order comelation 5 may then be obtained between the 
two halves of the tes,t on each variable. The differences in “‘pulling power” 
of the various TAT pictures for different themes, which has been the 
main basis of objection to split-half reliability, is eliminated by this 
method. What is important flor reliability is a consisteut ordering of Ss 
on each theme in two sets of protocols, such as may be formed by an 
odd+-ve~ split. of the TAT. The reason for using rankings rather than 
raw score’s i.s to ensure one of the conditions necessary for determining 
split-half reliability: that the two halves be parallel as regards their 
standard deviations. Any split-half set!; of raw scores on the TAT are 
unlikely to have mm-~ ap:?roximately equal standard deviations; and the 
skewness Df raw wares o.n TAT variahles is usually marked, thus prohi- 
biting the use of the Pearson r. Hence the need to :reducc the raw scores 
to a rank order. 

Lbhey and Herman (34) determined the split-half reliability of six 
variables based on eight TAT cards (1, 4, 10, ver,qm 2, 5, 13&W, 15) in 
a college sample (N = 148). Each of six TAT variables was ratecl on a 
five-point scale and the two sets of scores were correlated (Pear:gon r) 

5 mougfi the rank order correlation, rho, is identical to the Pearsorr r for 
rmkd data, rho has a larger standard error than r. 
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for each variable. The authors optimistically boosted the obtained! rs by 

the Spearman-Brown formula to the magnitude they would theoretically 
assume if the entire 20 TAT cards were used. This is actually dn abuse 
of the Spearman-Brown formula, the use of which rests upon certain 
assumptions (25, p. 4-67) which are untenable in the gresent case. The 
reliabilities thus obtained are almost certainly gross over-estimates. The 
correlations between the two halves of the TAT were as follows (r 
corr’ected by the S- formula is givea in parentheses): n Achievement .I9 
(.W), n Aggression .29 (.69), n Sex .45 (.OO), n Abasement .28 (661, 
n Murturance .12 (.41), Narcism .20 (56). 

Test-Retest Reliability 

T.his form of reliability is important to the extent that a test purports 
to tap the more or less ,stable, underlying structure of personality. Since 
this claim is made in varying degrees for the TAT, an estimation of its 
retest reliability is essential. Because there is no parallel form of the TAT, 
retest reliability is difficult to estimate satisfactorily. lMemory for TAT 
pictures and the stories they elicit probably plays a greater part in retest 
than is the case with the Rorschach. This kind of “contamination”. makes 
it difhcult to evaluate the retest reliabilities +&at have been reported. 

Tomkins (49) tested and retested 45 women at various intervals from 
two to ten months. The average retest reliabilities of the Murray need- 
press variables were as follows: after 2 months .80, 6 months -60, 10 
months JO. These figures begin to suggest the curve of forgetting and 
one might wonder if these coefficients represent t e reliability of measuring 
the personality factors presumably tapped by the TAT or simply the 
reliability 01 the S’s memory. Subsequent studies have shown that Ss are 
able to remember their TA.T stories even after a lapse of months!. Lindzey 
and Hermar (34) tried to St around this problem by requiring s’s to 
makie up a different story on retest if they recalled their first story. I3y 
eliminating the first story there still was left a theoj,:etically unlimited 
number of possibilities for the story to be told on the second administration 
of the test. The retest was given after a two months interval to 20 Ss, 
using, unfortunately, only four TAT carlds. Retest reliabilities (tetrachoric 
r) for 17 scored variables ranged from .OO to .94 with a mean of .5 1. 
Only three of the 3 ‘7 reliability coefficients were significantly larger than 
zero,. The authors boosted the reliabilities by using the Spearman-Brown 
formula and theoretically increasing the length of the test by a factor of 
5, as if all 20 TAT cards had been used. Tl-+s procedure increased the 
total number of significant (at .O5 level) reliabilities to six. It should be 
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pointed out, however, that the use of the Spearman-Brown .formula in 
&is casp; is not only improper, but tests of significance cannot be legiti- 
mately applied to S-B corrected rs. 

Other studies have yielded similar results. Auld et al. (3) found the 
retest reliability (one month interval) on a Sex scale to be .13, which is 
not statistically significant. However, the Ss in this experiment spent: 
the e&re interval between test and retest in a submarine, an experience 
which mighr: well have tiected the balance of “needs and preses” in the 
personaliQf picture. 

1McClella:nd (37) reports a retest reliability (1 week interval) for his 
quantitative scoring of n Achievement of .22.. He adds that 72.5 per cent 
of the §s were on the same side of the mean on retest. It is interesting 
that in NIcElelland’s study the TAT correlated more highly with a 
number of objective behavior tests than its own reliability, i.e., its 
correlation with itself. Evidently the reliability of the objective tests was 
markedly h&her than that of the TAT, since the highest true correlation 
possible between two tests is the square root of the product of their 
reliabilities. 

The correlation obtained between the ratings of different judges (usually 
two) OR the same set of protocols, that is, the scoring reliability, sets the 
upper limit for the reliability of the test. Actually the effective reliability 
of a test is always lower than its scoring reliability, and in the case of 
the TAT this is especially true. Thus the scoring reliability alone, which 
is by far the: most frequently reported form of reliability in TAT research, 
can lead ‘to over-optimism in judging the tests’ effectiveness. The writer 
combed the TAT literaturci: for estimates of scoring reliability based on 
sound methods and presented in the form of the product-movement 
correlation coefficient so as to be strictly comparable to the usual esti- 
mates of test reliability. The average of 15 such reliability estimates is 
.77, with a :range from .54 to .91. (For the details of these studies see 
3, 10, 34, 38, 44, 49.) On the whole these are not very high reliaibilities 
for scoring. Gulliksen (25, 1). 212) states that the scoring reliability of 
essay examinations should be above .90 and he considers reliabilities 
below .80 as unacceptable. 

More than half the reports of scoring reliability of the TAT are given in 
the form of ,percentage agreement between raters. Most of the figure!; range 
between 60 and 90 per cent (11, 13, 38, 49). Percentage agrleemcnt 
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between judges in an unsatisfactory way of reporting reliability, for it 
tells us much less than we wish to know from a re’:iability Toefficient. 

Fine (19, p. 307) ,presents a formula 6 for the scoring reliability of 
the TAT which shoulti never be used. It is so incorrect as to suggest that 
it might ,be a misprint (the reliabilities he reports could not have been 
arrived at by his formula) but still there is no way in which the elements 
of the formula cian be rearranged to yield anything resembling a reliability 
coefficient. If the numerator and denominator in the formula are reversed, 
it simply gives a kind of percentage agreement. ( owever, it still would 
not be the correct formula for percentage agreement, which is the number 
of actual agreements divided by the number of possible agreements and 
not siimply the number of observations.) In any case, Fine is incorrect in 
stating that his “empirical r’” is “closely comparable to the phi coefficient.” 

OTHER PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUES 

Ma’st of the other projective techniques have been subjected to nuch 
less research effort than the Rorschach and TAT and consequently there 
is scant evidence on their reliability. The few reliabilities that have been 
re_ported are quite similar to t.huse for the Rorschach and TAT. 

Sentence Completion Test 

Ro:hde (43) scored 33 variables each rated on a scale of 1 to 10, for 
64 incomplete sentences given to 50 Ss. There was an average agreement 
among four scorers of 78 per cent. Test-retest reliabilities for different 
groups averaged .79. 

Bettdw-Gestalt Test 

This test, as iit is generally used in the diagnosis of brain damage, is 
not a projective ltechnique but a performance test. However, the expressive 
aspects of the !i’s drawings are occasionally used by clinicians as pro- 
jective material. There are no estimates of the Bender’s reliability when 
used in this fashion. Pascal and Suttell (39) have developed a quantitative 
scoring system for psychktric diagnosis, excluding brain damage. The 
scoring schem.e consists of 105 types of deviations from the stimulus, 
the deviations being weighted according to their discriminating power. 
The authors replort that, with practice, scoring reliability can reach .90. 
Test-retest reliability, (24 hours interval) was .71. Suttell (45), using the 
---...-___ 

Ei T&al number of observations 
r = Number of agreemknts x 2 
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Bender-Ge:stalt on children (N == 40), obtained a scoring reli&ility crf 
.91, re?eat reliabilities of a96 after 24 hours and .74 after 6 months. 
me Xgher reliabilities fouud by Suttell are probably a result of the 
greate; spread of scores among children than among the adult 5s in the 
Pasc~i and SutteJ study. 

Pictwe-Frustration Test 

Rosenzweig’s P-F Test has found more! applications in resealrch than 
in c%inicd practice. The; internal consistency reliability for six scoring 
categories is reported to rauge from .lO to S8, a tiding which undermiaes 
the additive use of the scores obtaiied from each picture. Test-retest 
reliabilities (2 to 7 month intervals) for the major P-F scoring categories 
range from .34 to -71 for the Adult Form and from .26 to .69 for the 
Children’s Form (9, p. 211). Bernard (6) retested 105 adults after 
iutervals of 3 to 9 months and obtained reliabilities ranging from\ .45 to 
.73 for the six scoring categories and the Group Conformit!r Rating 
derived from the P-F test. The long intervals between test and retest in 
all these estimates probably create an unfair impression of the P-F te,st’s 
reliability. But this can be decided only in relation to the interpretation 
that iis made of the factors the P-F test purports to measure. 

EXTRA-TES FACTORS AFFECTING RELIABILITY 

A number of factors that are not strictly a part of the particular test 
or its scoring system ,affect the empirical estimates of the test’s reliiabiliity. 
The number and magnitude of such factors is greater in the case of 
projective tcchniqu~ than in the case Inf objective tests. 

The most important of such factors for which there is substantial 
evidence are (a) examiner difkrences and differences in couditions under 
which the prqjective protocols are obtained, (b) differences in “irbility” 
of scorers or iuterpreters of the protocols, (c) the range of the pe.rsonal:it],, 
factolrs measured by the test in a particular sample, i.e., what is usually 
referred to as “L- -ange of talent,” (d) the quantity of projective mater% 
obtained from the S (e.g. number of Rorschach responses, length of TAT 
stories, etc.). 

‘The reliability reported for any technique must be viewed in rclati.sn 
tl<> ,these factors. Often their combined effects are so intangible and difficult 
to assess hat very little generality can be attached to the reliabilities 
obtained in any particular study. It is often an unwarranted assumption 
that a par&Jar tccbnique will have the same reliability from one study 
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to ( other whe,n rent examiners, diierent populations, etc. are in- 
e evidence pomts to the conclusion that the reliability of a 

aique has lit erality and is rather spccifk to the 
ular conditions under the technique is used. Consequently 

estimates of n:liabiity are to be desired in every study employing a 
projective technique. 

A projective test is clearly not the same test in the hands of diRerent 
examiners or under Merent conditions af administration. This fact has 
perhaps the most drastic, implications as regards the reliability of pro- 
jective techniques. Even if scoring, int.ernal consistency, and retest relia- 
bilities all were perfect for scores obtained by one examiner, the reliability 
of e test can still be low when it is used by a number of different 
examiners because of the fact that different examiners obtain diRerent 
results from the same subject. This was demonstrated in a study by 
Baughman (5). The Rorschach psychographs obtained by 15 examiners 
from 633 randomly selected Ss were analyzed in order ta determine 
whether different examiners secured different distributions oi scores. It 
was found that the examiners differed sign&antly (below .05 level) in 
16 of the 22 Rorschach scoring categories; 12 of these differences were 
significant beyond the .OOl level. The results obtained b:r scme examiners 
were comparable while others were markedly deviant, suggesting that 
some examiners may be Iconsidered interchangei !e while others may not. 

A study by Thornton and Guilford (48) on the: reliability of Rorschacb’s 
so-called Erlebnkrypur score (ratio of human movement responses (M) to 
color responses (sum C)) shows the effect on reliability of only slight differ- 
ences in the method of adminiatrering the test. Two groups, ea’ch of 95 
college students, were given the Rorschach under somewhat differing 
condidons. The corrected splithalf reliabilities rlf M and C for the fust 
group were .92! and .94 respectively; for the second group they were 3’7 
and .65. The dHerences between the reliabilities in the two groups are 
highky signticant and clearly show that reliabilities obtained under one set 
of conditions maly not be generalized witb confidence to somewhat differing 
conditions. 

Diflerences in hterpretative A biiity 

The reliability of inlerpretations made from projective materials un- 
doubtedly varies acording to the “ability” of the clinician using the techni- 
que. The term “ability ’ as used here is not intended to imply validity. It 
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refer- rather to the fact that agreement is more easily achieved between 
~ertai_~ pair; of clinicians than between others. Thtis matter becomes 
esp&afly irnpmtmt in using the more subtle aspects of projective protocols. 

htirpretations of projective material are based not only 021 the formal 
scores given in .the manuals and textbooks but also on the expressive 
eIements di language, content, and style. A study by Hunt et al. (28) on 
these aspects of Wechsler-Rellevue responses thus has considerable hearing 
on projectiw: testing. Sixty clinical psychologists ranked ten schizophrenic;: 
response items to the Wechsler-Rellevue for degree of ,pathology. ‘Ihe 
average rank order of each item was found as well as each clinicia,n’s 
correlation with this average rank order. These correlations, which are 
actuaUy a measure of reliability, ranged from .02 to .93 for the 60 judges. 
When the 60 judges were randomly divided into Three groups of 29 each, 
the average correlations for the groups were .19, 51, and .26. This finding 
strongly suggests there is likely to be similar variability in the reliability of 
interpretation of projective material from one group of clinicians to 
anothea-. t0ne wonders how much importance can be attached to imy 
report of the degree of agreement between only two judges in scoring or 
interprctiug :a set of protocols, as is the usual practice when any attempt 
is made to estimate reliability. It appears quite probable that knowing the 
degree of interpretati.ve agreement between one pair of judges does not 
permit US tl3 infer with confidence the degree of agreement between 
another pair of judges. 

“Range of Iblent” 

The reliability of a test may differ significantly from one population to 
another. The chief cause is 3ier,ences in the so-called “range of talent”’ or 
range of scores represented in the po;puJation. A test shown to have high 
reliability in a very heterogeneous population, such as a random sample 
of the gene& population, may have very low reliability in a population 
that is more homogeneous with respect to scores on the test. In evaluating 
the reliabti~y of a test, one must therefore take note of the test charac- 
teristics of the sample used in estimafiir 4; the reliability, particulal:ly the range 
and standard deviation of the test scores. If the test is to be used in a popu- 
lation in which the range of scores is more restricted than in the sample 
on which the reliability was det,ermined, then one can expect a lowering of 
the reliability, and hence also of the discriminating power, of the test. 

Au example of differences in reliability from one sample to another is the 
study of Rowers and Hamlin (42) in which the reliabilities of a Rorsch.ach 
Index of Pa&oligical Thinking were .04, .47, and .91 for normal, neurotic, 
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s:ychotic groups respectively. ese reliabilities are roughly pro- 
portional to the range of scores in each of the three groups. 

ch as intelligence, stability, If-consistency, etc. also affect reliability. 
senclr, for example, has fou that both split-half and retest reliabiiities 

of objactive tests were consistently Lower for neurotics than for normals 
(17, p. 121). R&abilities would probably be still lower for psychotics OF 
these tests. 

Length of Protocol 

The length of a projective protocol is a krnction of the S and ,the 
examiner, and is not built into the test i&elf, as in the case of objective 
tests. This has important implications for reliability. Vernon (25) found 
that the reliability of Rorschach scores is directly related to 
of responses in the protocol. Reliability was much hi,gner in cases where 
030 than when R<3O. R is krown to vary sign%cantly not only from 
one S ‘to another, but adso fr%ln one examiner to another (12, 13. 410). 
Cronbach concludes that it is improper to determine reliability on a 
group of protocols differing greatly in length. The protocols should be 
grouped on the: basis of R (e.g., R of 10-15; 16-25; 26-30; etc.) and 
the reliability ldetermined separately for each group. If the reliability is 
based on protocols of all lengths, the standard errors of measurement for 
any particular protocol would be relatively meaningless. It may be, for 
example, that a particular Rorschach score whe sed on protmol:; of 
-30 has a sufficiently small standard error to discriminative value, 
while the same score fay protocols of R<30 may e so large a standard 
error a,s to be <worthless. The Spearman-Rrown formula comes to mind as a 
possible means of estimating the reliability of protocols of length nR kom 
the known reliability of protocols of length R. This would be at best a 
rough estimate, since the not very tenable assumption would have to be 
made that if more responses had been elicited from the S, they would be 
“parallel” to the ones already obtained. One is not even on safe grolmd 
when the S-R formula is used for estimating reliability from longer tcj 
shorter protocols, in other words, estimating, in effect, the reliability of 
protocols that are shorter than the ones in which the original reljlability 
coefficient is based. The Spearman-Brown formula is an unsatisfactory 
substitute for the grouping method suggested by Cronbach. Another 
solution recommended ‘by Cronbach (12) is to obtain th.e same number of 
Rorsclhach re:sponses from every S9 so as to eliminate the differential 
effects. of R on reliability. I?ow much violence this procedure would do 
to the Rorschach would have to be determined empirically. 
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The problem of protocol length becomes even more ambiguous and 
dFlkult in the case of the ‘TAT. There are great individual difkrences in 
story length, and the reliab.ilities of long and short protocols may very well 
differ Q$fkxntly. However, the writer knows of no study of the TAT that 
throws any Iight on this m.atter. 

The Stdard km= of the Reliubiky Coe#Eent 

The foregoing discussion raises the puzzling question: What :is the 
standard error of the reliiibtity coefficient of a projective test? Lie any 
statistic, the reliability coekient is subject to errors of eampling. In the 
case of objective tests, there is little problem in determining the standard 
error of the reliability coefticient, the general formula for which is 

The adds are about 2 to 1 that the true population value of rtt does not 
fall outside the range of 2 1 SE. If the reliability of an objective test 
(e.g., the MMI?I) is baser1 on the scores of a group of Ss who can be 
assumed to represent a random sample of some population, then the 
standard error of the reliability coefficient has a definite meaning. It tells 
us the probable limits within which the relliabtities obtained from other 
random samples from the same population will fall. 

But this meaning of the standard error of the reliability coefficient does 
not bold true in the case of projective techniques as they are commonly 
used. The reason is that there is not just a sampling error for subjects, but 
also for examiners, scorers, and conditions of administration. Therefore 
the :actual standard error (of the reliability of a project!:ve test is bound to 
be greater than that of an objective test. but just how much greater it is not 
possibly to say. It is known that a wide range of reliabilities can be 
obtained from the same :$s when they are tested by ‘different examiners 
and from the s:tme set of protocols when scored by different raters. It must 
be concluded that the standard error, and hence the significance and 
generality of the reliability coefkient of projective tests is inde- 
terminate in all cases where ordinary correlational methods are used for 
estimating reliability. (The writer has not encountered in the projective: 
literature a single reliability coefficient the sta.ndard error of which was not 
indeterminate). In another paper (29) a metllod is presented for obtain& 
confknce limits for the reliability coeflicients of projective techniques. 

SUMMARY 

The theory and the main facts concerning the reliability of .projective technique% 
have been discussed from the viewpoint of psychometric ttceory, with emphasis on 
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the problem more or 1esS pecl3k~ to projrcke techniques. While there h;s been 
unfortunately little concern with reliability in this rather special field of p:;ycholo_ 
gical testiiag, projective techniques, whether used in the clinic or in psychologgical 
research, cannot be exempted .from demonstrating the fundamental requirement of 
any me8suriug instrument, viz., rekbility. Projective techniques have remained 
outside the pale: of psy&ometric th,=ory partly as the result of misconceptions 

concernir@ their nature. They have been incorrectly regarded as not actually being 
tests yblding measurements but rather as means of obtaining a picture, a sort of 
X-ray, of the personality, or as a means of generating hypotheses about underlying 
personality dynamics. It has been argued .in the present article that these functions 
attributed to projective techniqu:es are fun&mentally no different than the functions 
of any d.hcr kind of psychological test and hence are subject to the same statistical 
requirements. The nature of projective; techniques, however, poses special metho- 
dological problems. 

The research evidence on t.he reliability of the major projective techniques 
(Rorschach, TAT, Sentence-Completion, Bender-Gestalt, Rosenzweig B-F test) was 
reviewed with reference to five types of reliability: scorEng, internal consistency, test- 
retest, parallel forms, and reliability of interpretation. No general conclusion con- 
cerning reliability is msible even with respect to any particular techniqu.e. The 
reported reliabilities are usually lower than is considered acceptable in the case of 
objective tests, although when projective devices are modified in the direction of 
u-eater objectivity of administration, scoring, and interpretation, their reliability 
compares favorably with that of the best objective measures of personality. Few of 
the relialbility sludies reporred in the projec:ive literature are methodologically 
sound or adequate for their stated purpose. The very wide range of reliability 
coefficients reported for a single technique is co great as to suggest that the relia- 
bility of a projective test has little generality. 

A number of factors affect reliabiiity, all of which are regarded as sources of 
error variance ,which must be taken into account in estimaGng the reliability of the 
techniqrre:. The main sources of error variance are due to examiner differences, 
differences among scorers and interpreters, the “range of talent” in the particular 
sample with respect to the variable-s being measured, and the differences in quantity 
of projective material elicited from different subjects. Because of these fac,tors the 
meaning of the standard error of the reliability coefficient of a projective test is 
highly almbiguous and usually indeterminate, with t.he result that the reliability 
coefficient itself is statistically meaningless. The most satisfactory solution to this 
problem is to eliminate or reduce as many of the sources of error variiance a 
possible by making the administration, scoring, and interpretation of projective tests 
more standardize:d and objective. 
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